
Greetings to the Chairperson, Members of the Commission and participants.

My name is Annette Gallatin, and Fortis Electricity serves me well.

I once lived without electricity for a year and believe me, I've never forgotten how
incredibly "easy" my life became when I no longer had to haul wood to heat the bath
water for my family, among a 'litany' of other things.

I'm always surprised at how many things I can't do if a storm takes down a power
line. And though I can cook and heat water on my gas stove and eat by candlelight, I'm
comforted in knowing that as soon as possible, Fortis will have workers out there fixing
whatever it is that needs fixing.

Cosy little messages have accompanied my power bill lately - all of them telling
me how much better my life will be once I have a Smart Meter on my house. Why, that
little gadget will actually show me that I use more electricity during daylight hours than I
do during the night! And, I'm told that if I insist on using electricity during daylight hours,
it's going to cost me more than if I did my "living" at a less convenient time.

I'm okay with some of that. J can do laundry after supper. I can choose when I
use electrical power and I can choose which appliances, tools or games I buy that use
that power. Some of them may emit Microwave Radio Frequency Electromagnetic
Radiation and I can choose whether I'll allow those things into my life or not.

But the Smart Meter attached to my house? That's a whole different matter.
Business is business, and Fortis is in business. I understand that Smart Meters must
certainly translate into more profit for Fortis, or they wouldn't be the topic of today's
meeting.

After spending many hours researching Smart Meters and familiarizing myself
with their operation, I have to say that I'm worried.

I'm not concerned with only the radiation that will be emitted by the Smart Meter
on my house - I'm deeply concerned about the combined emissions from the meters on
every house around me and the mesh-grid network that will result.

Not only will our homes and work places be blanketed under an unknown level of
toxic microwave radiation, so will our entire communities! I found no information that
any utility actually knows what aggregate levels of highly toxic pulsed-microwave
radiation any community could experience from a meshed-grid network.

The human body, as well as the bodies of animals, birds and bees - every living
thing pulses with electrical activity. These living things evolved in a world that was
predictable - and they function perfectly in that world.
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Start adding pulsed-microwave devices in our homes and communities, like WiFi,
routers, cell phones, cell phone towers, iPhones, Smart phones, lap top computers,
Blue Tooth, and GPS, to name a few, and top it off with Smart Meters which are in
constant communication with each other and the towers that serve those Smart Meters
and we could have a deadly mixture.

I'm attaching a letter written by Jerry Flynn who is a retired Canadian Armed
Forces Captain (commissioned from the ranks) who lives in Kelowna. Approximately 22
of his 26+ year military career was spent in the arcane fields of Signals Intelligence,
Electronic Warfare and Radio Warfare. That time, in his own words enable him to
quote: "understand and explain in layman's language the very real dangers inherent in
any wireless pulsed-microwave radio system, including Fortis' proposed Smart Meter
"meshed grid" network application." Unquote.

I'd like to read a portion of Jerry's letter: Quote:

"In May of this year, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified EMR

(regardless of source) a "28" (Possible) cause of cancer. Many distinguished

independent scientists from various countries around the world argue that had the WHO

considered all the evidence then available, it would have been classified "2A"

(Probable) or even "1A" (Definite) cause of cancer.

Independent, eminent scientists from around the world claim:

• EMR is the biggest single threat to human health in the 21st century;
•
• We are witnessing the largest single technological experiment in human

history without the knowledge or consent of the subjects;

• National medical associations in at least four countries insist that Wi-Fi
-.....

• and cell phones should not be allowed in schools .
...
• Several countries in Europe have taken Wi-Fi out of their schools - yet

• Canada continues to push them into unsuspecting public schools;

• whereas the Catholic School Board in Ontario removed Wi-Fi from all its

• schools;



• In Ontario today, more than 1 in 100 children is Autistic; whereas 30 years

• ago, it was 1 in 10,000;

• It is possible today that 1 in 100 pregnant women will give birth to an
-e-

• Autistic child;

• Cancers of the head have increased 50% in the 10-year period 1999-

• 2009;

• Extended use of cordless (DECT) phones increases the user's chances of

• getting cancer by 470%, when the phone is used always on the same side

• of the head!

• England is experiencing an epidemic of Alzheimers (which they attribute to

• EMR)

• Russia's top scientist warns pregnant women and children under 18 to

• avoid using cell phones completely unless in an emergency, and then use

• only speakerphone.

• Blackberry's Owner Manual cautions users not to hold phone closer than

• 15/16" from head;

• Apple phone's Owner Manual cautions users not to hold phone closer than

• 518" from the head;

• Laptop computers should not be used on the lap (infertility in both men

• and women is increasing);

• Even Health Canada has finally seen fit to caution children to use speaker

• phones;....,
• Contrary to what Health Canada says, Canada's so-called 'safety-levels'
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• are amongst the lowest (i.e. poorest) in the world!

• Independent scientists say Canada needs to lower it's radiation levels

("Exposure Limits") 10,000 times! (Even Russia, China, Italy, most

European countries, Austria and Switzerland have exposure limits at least

100 times lower (safer) than Canada's!

• There are literally thousands of independent, science-based studies

showing that cell phones and all wireless pulsed-microwave devices are

harmful, not just to humans, but to all life forms.

It makes for somber refection and a "pit of the stomach" sense of dread.

I feel that the Smart Meter project needs to be put on hold while a lot more
testing is done. No company has the right to put physical bodies in danger so that it can
simplify its work load or improve its profits.

I thank the Commission for giving me this opportunity to present my concerns.

Annette Gallatin
8412 Theatre Road
Trail, BC V1 R4W5
(250)364-1806



From: "Jerry Flynn" <jerryjgf@shaw.ca>
Date: October 10, 2012 6:21:43 PM PDT
Subject: Smart Meters and EMR - The Health Crisis of Our Time

Kelowna Chamber of Commerce
200 - 1690 Water Street,
Kelowna, BC., V1Y 8T8

Dear Board Members:
One of the many advantages of being a member of the Chamber of Commerce is
knowing you'll be kept abreast of emerging issues that have the potential to impact on
you, your family, your business andlor your employees. In our entire history, there has
never been a more important issue to each and every one of us than is electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) and, now, Fortis' proposed use of wireless pulsed microwave smart
meters and meshed-grid networks in our homes, places of work and neighborhoods.
EMR is unique, in that you cannot smell it, cannot touch it, cannot hear it and cannot
see it. Yet it is everywhere today, and it is higly toxic! And we're not being told the truth!
Most of your members will already know that the BC Government enacted Bill 17 -
2010, the Clean Energy Act, which mandated that all residences and businesses in B.C.
will have Smart Meters installed on their buildings by end-2012. But they may not know
that Fortis BC has chosen - unilaterally and without any public input - the most
dangerous technology available to them: "wirelesspulsed-microwave" radio to
connect all their Smart Meters together in a 'meshed-grid network.' Even more alarming,
Fortis plans to use the same dangerous "wireless pulsed-microwave" technology
within our homes and businesses to enable a Smart Meter's 2nd transmitter/receiver to
control the 15-or-so "smart" appliances which Fortis and electric utilities everywhere
expect tomorrow's homes will have. Neither Fortis nor any other electric utility care to
tell us that each 'smart' appliance will have its own wireless pulsed-microwave
transmitter/receiver enabling it to communicate back and forth - day and night - with the
utility, which is made possible via the Smart Meter's 2nd radio circuitry (the "Zig Bee"
radio).
Fortis' proposed meshed-grid network, as described above, will cause not just our
homes and places of work to be blanketed under some incalculable level of highly toxic
microwave radiation, but also our entire communities! No utility anywhere yet knows
what aggregate levels of highly toxic pulsed microwave radiation typical communities
might experience from a meshed-grid networl.
Your members also need to understand that, regardless of whatever level of toxic
pulsed microwave radiation results from Fortis' Smart Meter meshed-grid network, that
aggregate amount will simply add to the already high ambient level of toxic EMR we
currently are bathed in from all the other pulsed-microwave devices in our homes and
communities, Le., Wi-Fi routers, cell phones and cell phone towers, iPhones, Smart
phones, cordless (DECT) phones, lap top computers, BlueTooth, tablets, GPS
satellites, home security systems, baby monitors, Wi-Fi hotspots, Wi-Max, radars,
satellite TV, etc.
In May of this year, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified EMR (regardless of
source) a "28" (Possible) cause of cancer. Many distinguished independent scientists



from various countries around the world argue that had the WHO considered all the
evidence then available, it would have been classified "2A" (Probable) or even "1A"
(Definite) cause of cancer.
Independent, eminent scientists from around the world claim:

• EMR is the biggest single threat to human health in the 21st century;
• We are witnessing the largest single technological experiment in human

history without the knowledge or consent of the subjects;
• National medical associations in at least four countries insist that Wi-Fi

and cell phones should not be allowed in schools.
• Several countries in Europe have taken Wi-Fi out of their schools - yet

Canada continues to push them into unsuspecting public schools;
whereas the Catholic School Board in Ontario removed Wi-Fi from all its
schools;

• In Ontario today, more than 1 in 100 children is Autistic; whereas 30 years
ago, it was 1 in 10,000;

• It is possible today that 1 in 100 pregnant women will give birth to an
Autistic child;

• Cancers of the head have increased 50% in the 1O-year period 1999-
2009;

• Extended use of cordless (DECT) phones increases the user's chances of
getting cancer by 470%, when the phone is used always on the same side
of the head!

• England is experiencing an epidemic of Alzheimers (which they attribute to
EMR)

• Russia's top scientist warns pregnant women and children under 18 to
avoid using cell phones completely unless in an emergency, and then use
only speakerphone.

• Blackberry's Owner Manual cautions users not to hold phone closer than
15/16" from head;

• Apple phone's Owner Manual cautions users not to hold phone closer than
5/8" from the head;

• Laptop computers should not be used on the lap (infertility in both men
and women is increasing);

• Even Health Canada has finally seen fit to caution children to use speaker
phones;

• Contrary to what Health Canada says, Canada's so-called 'safety-levels'
are amongst the lowest (i.e. poorest) in the world!

• Independent scientists say Canada needs to lower it's radiation levels
("Exposure Limits") 10,000 times! (Even Russia, China, Italy, most
European countries, Austria and Switzerland have exposure limits at least
100 times lower (safer) than Canada's!

• There are literally thousands of independent, science-based studies
showing that cell phones and all wireless pulsed-microwave devices are
harmful, not just to humans, but to all life forms.



Most of your members probably already know that, as of this writing, 57 municipalities in
BC, plus the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM), have asked the provincial government
to place a Moratorium on its plans to force every residence and business in BC to
accept a "Smart Meter," which eventually will be incorporated into 'meshed-grid'
networks of up to 5,000 homes each. But your members are unlikely to know that, like
electric utilities everywhere, Fortis Be is guilty of gross misinformation, disinformation
and downright untruths - allegations which I can easily defend!
I am a retired Canadian Armed Forces Captain (commissioned from the ranks) living
here in Kelowna. Approximately 22 of my 26-plus year military career were spent in the
arcane fields of Signals Intelligence, Electronic Warfare and Radio Warfare, all of which
enable me to understand and explain in layman's language the very real dangers
inherent in any wireless pulsed microwave radio system, including Fortis' proposed
smart meter "meshed-grid" network application.
For two years I was the Executive Officer (2-i/c) and Operations Officer of one of
Canada's largest ultra-sensitive wireless radio stations at which I directed 200-plus
specially-trained radio operators and technicians. Following that, I was posted to
National Defense Headquarters for another two years in the Directorate of Electronic
Warfare, where I was the Staff Officer Electronic Warfare charged with supporting
Canada's only army EW squadron. I've also completed a major NATO army EWofficers'
course in Anzio, Italy and participated in a NATO army EW field exercise in the Black
Forest of Germany. Earlier in my career I had conducted Radio Warfare aboard two
Canadian warships, again, for a two-year period.

I do consider myself to be an 'expert,' in the operational sense, in wireless radio
systems, and for the past 22-months, I have studied the whole spectrum of these
ubiquitous wireless pulsed microwave devices, not just smart meters and meshed-grid
networks, but also Wi-Fi routers, cell phones and cell phone towers, cordless (DECT)
phones, baby monitors, Smart Phones, tablets, laptop computers, wireless home
security systems, etc. Consequently I consider myself to be very knowledgeable about
the toxic EMR they all emit, and I have more than ample science-based evidence to
support anything I say in my presentations. You and all your members and your families
need to know the truth - while there is still time!
I hope you will be interested to note that I have made formal presentations to the public
on this subject in Kelowna's Rotary Centre for the Arts, in Peachland, in Westbank, in
Cherryville, and I will be making a presentation in Oliver on October 24th. I have also
written and had published several articles on this subject, and CHBC TV have covered
one of my recent presentations, as has Castanet - which tabulated something in excess
of 100,000 'hits' as of a week ago. I have also met privately for one hour with Mayor
Walter Gray who, lamentably, has not seen fit to add Kelowna's name to the list of those
communities wanting a moratorium on Smart Meters. I am also a registered "Intervener"
at Fortis' upcoming hearing at the BC Utilities Commission where the utility is seeking
permission to 'roll-out' its Smart Meters.
This is such a serious (global) issue and time is rapidly running out here in Kelowna.
Should you wish to speak with me or have me make a PowerPoint presentation to your
membership (I do not charge), I will be more than glad to do so. Each of your members
has a right to hear 'the other side' - what industry is deliberately NOT telling you. My
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presentation lasts approximately one-hour and listeners can be assured of hearing the
unvarnished truth.
Sincerely yours,
Jerry Flynn
Kelowna
Tel. (250) 451-9609




